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Web Application Authentication

HTTP is a stateless protocol

Server must recognize signed-in users

Various Techniques

Cookies
HTTP Authentication Header
Client Side SSL
IP Based Schemes
URL Rewriting



Example







POST /login
username=...&passowrd=...

Session established
sessionID = o2kl3jf

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Set-Cookie: sessionID = o2kl3jf

POST /paybill.jsppayee=John&amount=100Cookie: sessionID = o2kl3jf
Valid sessionID
Send a cheque to John

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

User bank.com



How do you know the user 
submitted the form?



The Weakness

Sends cookies if present

Authorizes the request if the cookie is valid

Direct the browser to send a request









POST /login
username=...&passowrd=...

Session established
sessionID = o2kl3jf

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Set-Cookie: sessionID = o2kl3jf

POST /paybill.jsppayee=badguy&amount=100Cookie: sessionID = o2kl3jf
Valid sessionID
Send a cheque to John

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

GET /index.html

<blink>Arrr!</blink>
<form action='bank.com/paybill.jsp' method='post'>

<input type='hidden' name='payee' value='badguy'/>
<input type='hidden' name='amount' value='100' />

</form>
<script>

document.forms[0].submit();
</script>

User bank.comevil.org



Cross-Site Request Forgery

A malicious webpage performs a sensitive operation on 
a vulnerable website on behalf of a victim

Without the user’s knowledge

Serious Financial Loss

5th in top 10 web application threats



Real-World CSRF 
Vulnerabilities
Add filter or forward email

Delete web email; edit biography

Transfer money; add account

Post messages; edit profile

Transfer funds

Collect email addresses
Just about anything



Defenses



Authenticating Web Forms

Reject without correct token

Complicated to implement

Many frameworks leak the token
http://picasaweb.google.com/i.m.molloy/SACMAT08?
authkey=kO44DJfNbXs

<form>
 <input type=hidden name=‘key’ value=d41d8cd98f00 />

http://picasaweb.google.com/i.m.molloy/SACMAT08?authkey=kO44DJfNbXs
http://picasaweb.google.com/i.m.molloy/SACMAT08?authkey=kO44DJfNbXs
http://picasaweb.google.com/i.m.molloy/SACMAT08?authkey=kO44DJfNbXs
http://picasaweb.google.com/i.m.molloy/SACMAT08?authkey=kO44DJfNbXs


Referrer Checking

Only accept a valid referrer header

Requests may lack valid header

Suppressed for privacy

May hide referrer



<html>
 <head>
  <title>
   Attack
  </title>
 </head>
 <body>
  <h1>A Malicious Web Page</h1>
  <br/>
  Please click the button to continue.
  <iframe src="inner.html" width=70 marginwidth="25%" height=20 

scrolling="no" frameborder="0" class="iframe">
  </iframe>
 </body>
</html>

<html>
 <body onload="window.scrollTo(1440,980);">

<iframe src="http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://
www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DnQSZOri6Pj0&t=Sand%20animation%20of
%animals" width=3000 height=1000 frameborder=0>
</iframe>

</body>
</html>

http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/


ClickJacking



Diagnosis



Confused Deputy Problem

Browser serves as the deputy of the user

Browser may be instructed to send malicious requests 
violating user’s intention

Browser blindly attached the authentication tokens to 
every request

But

Has perfect information about how a request is made



Proposal
Goal : 

ensure all sensitive requests reflect the user’s 
intention

Infer :
the request reflects the user’s intention
whether or not authentication tokens associated with 
a request are sensitive

Solution : 
Strip all sensitive authentication tokens that do not 
reflect the user’s intention



Request Types
Type 1

Retrieving additional 
resources

User clicking a 
hyperlink or button

JavaScript action

Type 2

Clicking on a URL in 
IM, email, etc.

Entering URL into 
address-bar

Clicking on history



Type 1 Intention

Define the Source-Set to include all webpages that can 
affect the request

Referrer - webpage that provides the request

Source-Set - referrer and all ancestor frames

A type 1 request reflects the user’s intention if all 
webpages in the Source-Set have the same domain as 
the request destination



Type 2 Intention

User-intention heuristics

Typing in the Address Bar

Bookmark clicking

Default Homepage

All other requests are not intended



Inferring Token Sensitivity

User-intention inference is not perfect

Stripping all authentication tokens from possibly 
unintended requests may break some websites

Only strip sensitive authentication tokens



GET POST

HTTP HTTPS

Sensitive
Session Not Sensitive Sensitive

Persistent Not Sensitive

HTTP Auth
Header Sensitive

Default Polity



Limitations / Assumptions

CSRF injected attack

Cannot be defeated client-side

Sanitize user input

Websites with bad practices

use GET and persistent cookies

use GET over HTTP and session cookies

Balance between security and compatibility



Evaluation
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2.11 * 10-7  %



Discussion

Stripping cookies has been used for privacy

First party v. third party

Session v. persistent

first party request v. third party request

Doppleganger [Shankar & Karlof 2006]

Cookie Plugins



vs.

Browser-based solution

Only upgraded browsers are protected

Protects against all sites

|      | < |          |



Questions


